ADVOCATING
FOR YOU

THE CORNERSTONE OF WHAT WE DO
As an RIA, you operate with a higher standard in mind. No one knows that more than TD Ameritrade Institutional. That’s why we advocate on
your behalf to educate investors on the potential benefits of the RIA model, assist in protecting your best interests in Washington and help to
make the RIAs who work with us be at the forefront of the positive changes happening throughout the industry. Here's what we do to help:

LISTENING

ENGAGING

EDUCATING

SUPPORTING

We want to know
what’s on the minds of
RIAs so we can help
amplify their voices.
That’s why we're the
only custodian to
solicit advisors’
opinions through a
dedicated office of
Advisor Advocacy and
Industry Affairs.

We actively engage
with policymakers and
industry groups to
share advisors' views
on key issues and
show how RIAs can
help protect the
interests of investors.

We help RIAs make
their individual voices
heard by developing
tools to contact
policymakers, along
with prospecting and
marketing tools that
can educate investors
about the potential
advantages of your
fiduciary duty.

We keep RIAs
informed with ongoing
regulatory updates.
Additionally, we
provide tools and
services that help
advisors maintain their
fiduciary duty and
differentiate
themselves in the
marketplace.

The diverse and independent nature of the RIA segment means it often doesn’t speak
with a single, cohesive voice. It also means the funding from these small businesses falls
far short of their large firm competitors when it comes to lobbying and political campaign
donations. That is a major reason TD Ameritrade Institutional decided over a decade ago
to do what it could to help even the playing field. While you are busy running your
business and putting your clients’ interests first, we can help your voice be heard in D.C.

—Skip Schweiss, President, TD Ameritrade Trust Company, Managing Director of Advisor Advocacy & Industry Affairs

Want to learn more about working with TD Ameritrade to
leverage your fiduciary advantage? Call 800-934-6124 today.
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